Annotated bibliography

Your final bibliography will need to contain at least 10 relevant and varied sources (preferably more) from different types of media (books, newspaper articles, journal articles, documentaries, etc.). If you are doing a literature essay in language A or B, then the number of sources necessary will be lower.

Choose 6 of the sources that you have found so far and reflect on their values and limitations for the purpose of your research. Evaluate 6 of your resources. Why might the sources be helpful? How might they be limited for the purpose of your research? Is there anything you need to watch out for? Your OPVL can help focus your evaluations.

Source 1

MLA or CSE Full Reference:
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Limitations:
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MLA or CSE Full Reference:
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Source 3

MLA or CSE Full Reference:
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MLA or CSE Full Reference:
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Source 5

MLA or CSE Full Reference:
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